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Key: We are on a journey of historical significance to shift the nations of the world so that
they align with Heaven.
Key: Aglow has the potential to be one of the most strategic forces on earth in the next
season as we are an integral part of more than one move of the Holy Spirit.
Key: Aglow carries the new wine of the Spirit.
Key: We are in a harvest time.
Key: There is an apostolic, prophetic prayer movement in the earth that is contending for
the coming harvest.
Key: Your faith might waver along the journey; however, ending up with unwavering faith
at the end causes it to all be credited to you as faith.
Key: God’s thoughts toward you are what identity you, not your behavior along the way.
Key: You must believe that God is bigger than any of your failures.
Key: God is bigger than any failures that took place in a nation and the blood of Jesus is
more than enough to cleanse as though the failure never took place.
Key: God does not hide failure. He exposes it in order to cleanse it.
Key: Failure does not disqualify you!
Key: When God looks at anything – a person, a nation – He is not looking at the mistakes or
failures. He sees who you will be at the end….the person or nation that He intends you to be.
Key: The media and even man, looks upon evil and fears. God looks upon the end and sees
all evil defeated.
Key: When the enemy acts out, God is locating him for you to deal with.
Key: There are places, towns, cities — places, neighborhoods in cities — where giants —
principalities — have set up rule in your absence and God is telling you that it is time to
take back YOUR land.
Key: Aglow is a giant—killing movement! You have air supremacy! Go reposes your God—
given land.
Key: God has poured into Aglow for 50 years. We are a prepared people who do not go into
battle in the power of our strength. We go into battle in the power of HIS STRENGTH!
Key: Stop staying that this will happen in the sweet by and by. Begin to align with Heaven
that NOW is the right time to establish new groups where Lighthouses once stood.
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Key: Expect that the generation behind you has been watching and will come forth in even
greater intimacy with the Lord.
Key: We pull down strongholds and we love all people.
Key: It is imperative that we rise with God NOW.
Key: Aglow started well and must finish well.
Key: We are in this until the end.
Key: Allow God to increase your strength.
Key: The Holy Spirit will keep you fresh and strengthened.
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